An Efficient Curve Extraction Algorithm for Massive Data
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Abstract. An efficient curve extraction algorithm for massive time-series data based on extreme value of periods is proposed. By dividing into periods, then calculate the number of sampling points within a time period according to extreme value of the each time period’s data. Uniformly take the sampling points through a database query mechanism, the experimental results show that compared with traditional algorithms, the number of points needed for sampling can be assigned, and the drawn curve has a good approximation of the original curve in the case that the number of access points has been pre-determined; it is able to greatly shorten the time of curve query and drawing.

Introduction

Database that consists of time-series data is called time-series databases. When the data is stored, how to query and analyze the existing data becomes difficult and important. Current researches on time-series data are basically focused on similarity search [1,2], time-series segmentation and pattern discovery [3], and time-series prediction [4], etc., where a lot of research results are achieved. But as a research field with promising application prospects [5], research on time-series visualization is relatively less. Now there are some researches, and in addition, corresponding visualization tools are developed, such as time series on spirals [6], time searcher [7], vizTree [8], timeseries bitmaps [9] and so on. Domestic research in this field is less.

In order to facilitate analysis, a more commonly used method is to retrieve data from the database, and show the data in form of curves, enabling data analysts to intuitively analyze trends of retrieved data and local data. However, due to the high time density of data, retrieving so much data all at once for curve drawing is not possible: on the one hand, retrieving data from the database takes a lot of time, and such a long time waiting for response is unacceptable for the user; on the other hand, such a huge data amount will consume a lot of memory space of analysis software, and drawing all the data is not feasible when the amount of data becomes larger.

At present, there is no better solution to one time off curve query and display of data of such large amount.

Algorithm description

The basic idea of the proposed method in this paper is: to divide the whole time interval that needs query analysis into segments, acquire different number of data points respectively in each segment according to a certain strategy, the data point collection obtained by each section is treated as a point collection of trend of change of the whole time interval.

Point extraction and method execution are discussed separately below.

Basic Assumption. If total number of points needed for extraction is \( p_{count} \), which can be set by the user or automatically by the program according to the user's display screen resolution. The total time is divided into \( n \) sections.

Number of Points in each Time Section. According to the general statistical law, for any two time periods with the same span, the one with bigger extreme value difference will accommodate
more data change information, namely, hidden with more curve changes, therefore, more data points should be collected; and for the time period with smaller extreme value difference, data change smoothly in its range, and less data points may be selected. Therefore, taking more points from the section with larger changes and fewer points from that with gentle changes can reflect the general data changes in a better way when the overall number of point is fixed.

In order to describe the degree of data change, in this paper we use absolute distance $d_i$ between values to reflect value change in i time section, i.e.:

$$d_i = \max_i - \min_i.$$  \hfill (1)

Where $\max_i$ is the maximum data of the $i$ period, $\min_i$ is the minimum data of the $i$ time period. According to Eq. 1, the sum of absolute distances of all segments is

$$\sum_{i=1}^{\text{sum}} d_i.$$  \hfill (2)

The number of points taken in section $i$ is determined according to the ratio of absolute distance $d_i$ of each time period in the sum of absolute distances, i.e.

$$p_i = \frac{d_i}{\text{sum}} \times \text{pcount}.$$  \hfill (3)

For Eq. 3, the determination of $p_i$ is applicable for when $d_i$ is not 0, when $d_i$ is 0, indicating that the time section has no value change, then take $p_i=2$, so seen from the two circumstances, the value of $p_i$ is:

$$\begin{cases} 
\frac{d_i}{\text{sum}} \times \text{pcount} & \text{when } d_i \neq 0 \\
2 & \text{when } d_i = 0 
\end{cases}$$  \hfill (4)

In the above Eq. 1, Eq. 2, Eq. 3, Eq. 4, the range of $i$ is $0 < i \leq n$. When calculating $p_i$ according to Eq. 3 the results are round up to integer.

**Number of Segment.** Let the total data number of the time region that needs query and analysis be total, when the extracted number $\text{pcount}$ is fixed, it obvious that the more segments are divided the more likely that the extracted points can reflect the change trend of original data, therefore we have

$$n = \frac{\text{total}}{\text{pcount}}.$$  \hfill (5)

However, due to the fact that the more $n$ is, the more system resources are consumed. Therefore, according to experience the value of $n$ should generally not beyond 50.

**Extraction Algorithm**

The pseudo-code of the extraction algorithm is as Fig.1.
Experiment and Analysis

Presently there is a test data management application system for spacecraft. The main functions provided by the application system include the storage, query and analysis of spacecraft mass test data. As for the application system, fields of main data tables in its database are time, [parameters 1], [parameter 2], [parameter 3]..., wherein the time is the primary key, with accuracy of millisecond, and the time column stored in the database is long integer data type. The database system is Oracle9i database. The data query and analysis subsystem of the application system makes query and curve drawing on test data on basis of the extraction algorithm in this paper.

Upon finishing curving drawing of the present experiment, the curve displayed in curve display view is as shown in Fig.2. The total number of data points drawn is 3010, because \( p_i \) is calculated by round up, the number of total points taken will only approximate to \( p_{count} \). By contrasting, Fig.3 shows a curve drawn without using this method. We can see that they look quite the same, with much less data points, Fig.2 gives perfect character of Fig.3, and by using the algorithm hereby proposed, its time consumption is only 5 seconds, far less than 572 seconds for full data extraction. When using the Douglas-Poiker method or the vertical distance limit value method, which requires data process, its time consumption will be more than 572 seconds.

From the above experiment we can see that the algorithm proposed here is better both time wise and space wise than other extraction algorithms, and with good curve character extraction effect.

---

Fig.1. pseudo-code of the extraction algorithm

```
Process name: Extraction Algorithm
Input 1: pcount (means the number of data points that need to be extracted)
Input 2: timeSE (means time period that the user wants to query)
Output: tendency curve of time-series
Code:
// Obtain the total number of data total from the database in the time period that the user wants to query
total=getAllPointCount(timeSE);
if(total<=pcount)
drawAll(); // directly query all the time-series, draw curve for the user to check and analyze
else {
    // otherwise get point by follow strategy
    n=getSegmentCount(total, pcount); // divide the time interval into n sections by equal data amount according to equation (5)
    scount= total/n; // get point number of each time period
    segTimeSet=querySegmentTimeSet(scount, timeSE); // query the maximum and minimum value of each segment, then store them in data structure minMaxSet
    minMaxSet=queryMinMaxSet(segTimeSet);
drawMinMax(minMaxSet); // draw curve with the data structure minMaxSet
    for(i=0; i<n; i++){
        p_i=getPointCountOfSegment(pcount, minMaxSet); // get the number of points of each segment
        drawThreadi.start(); // according the number of points and the time of segment period, start thread for curve drawing
    }
}
END
```

Fig.2. Graph of sectional extreme values curve
Conclusions

This paper presents an efficient curve extraction algorithm for massive time-series data based on segmented extreme value. First the time range for query and analysis is to be segmented, and then decide the number of sampling points of the time period according to absolute distance of data of each time period and the total number of sampling points, to achieve uniformly sampling of points through the query mechanism of database itself. The experimental results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper is better both time wise and space wise than other extraction algorithms, and with good curve character extraction effect.
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